We present probabilistic feature models (PFMs) 
Introduction
Feature models [24] represent common and varying product characteristics in a product line. Figure 1a presents a model of a simple family of vehicles. It contains cars with a manual or automatic gear, sold in a regular and North American variety. In general, a feature model consists of a feature diagram, which is a hierarchy of mandatory (gear), optional (drive by wire, for North America), and alternative (manual, automatic) features, and possibly additional constraints such as feature implications (drive by wire implies automatic) or mutual exclusions. Effectively a model defines a set of feature configurations, each representing a particular product in the family.
Basic feature models had been related to propositional logic [6, 14] . A logic formula is obtained from conjoining the constraints represented by the feature diagram and the additional constraints. It defines a set of legal feature configurations for the model. The translation of feature models into propositional logic has allowed the use of reasoning tools for automated feature model analyses, such as checking consistency and identifying dead features [7] , product configuration, such as choice propagation and autocompletion [13] , and feature model refactoring [2] .
Although basic feature models effectively describe legal and illegal configurations of features, they cannot express preference among the legal configurations. A model can postulate that a car has an automatic or a manual gear by marking them as alternative features; creating an XORgroup. However, a basic feature model cannot express the fact that in North America most of the cars have an automatic gear, while only a small fraction is sold with a manual transmission. The former is an example of a hard constraint that is satisfied by all legal configurations, while the latter is an example of a soft constraint that should be obeyed by most of the legal configurations, but some may disregard it.
Interactive configuration [30, 17] uses constraints to propagate configuration choices made by the user. For example, if the user selects automatic gear, the manual gear is eliminated since both features are exclusive in our example. However, without soft constraints, selecting North America as a market has no consequence for the choice of a gear.
Product configuration can be further automated by supplementing hard constraints with soft constraints. In our example, a soft constraint from North America to automatic gear would enable preselecting automatic gear when a user selects North America. Since the gear choice is just a computed default, the user can still override it to manual gear even though North America remains selected.
Probabilistic feature models (PFMs) extend feature models with soft constraints. Consider again our exam-ple, now extended with the soft constraints in Figure 1b . These constraints specify that 20% of cars are sold with an automatic gear, while this number gets as high as 80% in North America. Semantically, a soft constraint of the form "automatic given gear [20%]" specifies the conditional probability of a configuration to contain automatic given that it contains gear to be 0.2. We give a precise semantics of PFMs via translation into probabilistic propositional logic [19, 31, 27] , which can be understood as a generalization of propositional logic. In the probabilistic context, a propositional formula representing a hard constraint can be thought as a probabilistic formula with an attached probability of one.
After defining and discussing the semantics of PFMs we shall address the problem of retrieving PFMs from a sample set of configurations, or in other words feature model mining-a technology aimed at reverse engineering models from a set of products. Feature model mining can be used to identify product parts that should be supported by a common platform, or to analyze how an existing platform is used by several products. It can be applied to a variety of artifacts, including source code, design models, or sales data, in order to produce a range of feature models, such as design or marketing-oriented ones. The first step of the mining process involves extracting the feature configuration of each product in the given product set. This step may involve static or dynamic code analysis or queries to a sales database. The desired feature model can then be generated from the configuration set using the procedure given in this paper.
Finally, we explain how choice propagation and autocompletion can be implemented for PFMs to support interactive product configuration with soft constraints. The PFMs used in this context can be either specified a priori by an expert or they could be obtained by mining. Choice propagation algorithms, if applied to the example of Figure 1 , would first conclude that the manual gear is the default feature for an arbitrary car, but would be able to revise this choice to an automatic gear, as soon as a variant oriented for North America is selected.
We strongly believe that the present work constitutes a solid foundation for (1) modeling soft constraints in feature models, (2) constructing product analysis and reverse engineering tools for software product lines, and (3) improving interactive configuration using soft constraints. We connect feature modeling to a large and well-founded body of work in probabilistic logic, belief networks, and machine learning. Furthermore, we identifying algorithms for performing feature model mining and automated configuration in the presence of soft constraints. These algorithms are known to scale to real-world applications outside of feature modeling and our initial experiments show that they are also readily applicable in the present context. While the presented ideas open up new directions in variability modeling for product lines, transferring these ideas into practice requires further work. We discuss several research directions and challenges, such as providing support for fusing mined and expert-provided knowledge.
Probabilistic Feature Models by Example
We start by giving a broad perspective on PFMs by using an example from framework-based development. We shall look at a family of Java applets [35] , and in particular, on how they use the applet framework-on which methods should be overridden and in which combinations. Although the considered units of variability are very fine-grained, the example illustrates well the basic variability structures that are encountered in the context of a product family that is based on a common platform.
An applet is simply a Java class that extends the Applet class and overrides at least one of the methods: paint, start, or init. The init method is used for initialization, paint is used for redrawing the applet UI, and start/stop are used to initiate and stop the main control thread, for applets that should not be operating when not visible on screen. Finally, destroy should be provided to free any resources claimed by init, however, this is not strictly enforced. In fact, the framework does not even guarantee that destroy will be called, when the applet is terminated by its user. Figure 2a presents a feature model capturing the above requirements for Java applets. The model has been designed by a domain expert, who has not participated directly in writing of this paper. The expert has based the design on his experience and official documentation [36, 35] .
The model introduces an abstract OR-group "must override" that groups the features normally required by an applet: overloading of init, paint or start. The hierarchy also includes overloading of stop and destroy as optional. Finally, several soft constraints are added. In particular, overloading of paint and init are on-by-default, while all the other overloadings are off-by-default. The presence of destroy encourages overloading of init, as destroy expects some resources to be reserved during initialization. Similarly, init encourages destroy since if init is used, then it likely allocated some resources that should be freed. Such a model could be used in a modern development environment to guide designers of applets. See details in [5] .
The soft constraints in this example have been expressed using a linguistic form of defaults, specifically well suited to expressing beliefs. Defaults can be formally understood as probability intervals for probabilistic constraints, e.g., ¼ ½℄. For example, " encourages " means that is selected with high probability given that is selected. Also, if some feature is on-by-default then that feature is selected with high probability given that its parent is selected. Apart from being interpreted as belief measures, probabilities can also be given a frequentist interpretation, in which a probability is viewed as the relative frequency of seeing a particular outcome of an experiment in a large number of trials. This perspective on probability naturally fits the mining applications. Figure 2b presents a PFM for the applet domain mechanically mined from a sample of 64 applets 1 . This model has been obtained by applying the procedure presented in Section 6. It is instructive to discuss the differences and similarities between these two models.
First, the mined model lacks the "must override" group as the automatic mining procedure is not able to introduce abstractions. We believe that such improvements need to be done by experts themselves. Secondly, probabilistic dependencies are specified using probabilistic logics constraints (and not linguistic conventions). Notice for example, the additional constraint stop given start with the conditional probability of ± in the mined model corresponds to start encourages stop in the expert model. The percentages in nodes indicate the strengths of parent-child relationships. For example, the conditional probability of destroy given init is ¾±. Our expert says that encourage and on-by-default rules should be created if the conditional probability is at least ¼±. Furthermore, the off-by-default rules are should be created when the probability is less than ¼±. The mining engine was tuned accordingly for this example.
Regardless of whether the PFM has been mined or designed it can support automatic derivation of configurations by means of choice-propagation, auto-completion, and default propagation. Figure 2c presents a possible sight of a configuration tool-a screen shot created using the Hugin [28] tool, which has been used as a configuration engine in our project. In the figure, a user has just selected to overload init-the highlighted bar signifies that this feature is 1 http://gsd.uwaterloo.ca/projects/fsmls/applet-fsml/applet-examples/ now included with complete certainty. The other bars show the probabilities of the remaining features. This could of course be visualized differently; for example by updating the most probable defaults in a form, or by prioritizing several most likely choices at the top of a drop-down list.
The probability of stop is around 50%, which indicates almost no preference for or against it (no information). We expect, however, that as soon as the user chooses to overload start, the probability bar of stop will increase significantly towards true. Indeed, in such a case Hugin reports 86%.
Semantics of PFMs
Before delving into the intricacies of PFMs, it is worth recalling the semantics of ordinary feature models as defined via translation to propositional logic [6, 14] (for more general discussion of feature model semantics see Schobbens et al. [34] . An ordinary feature model, such as the one in Figure 3a , denotes a set of legal configurations, as shown in Figure 3c . A legal configuration is a set of features selected from the feature model according to its semantics. The set of legal configurations is given by conjoining propositional formulas defined over a set of features. The set of propositional formulas to be conjoined is systematically constructed for a given feature model. It contains (i) the root feature, 2 (ii) implications from all subnodes to their parents, (iii) additional implications from parents to all their mandatory features, (iv) implications from parents to groups (as defined below), and (v) any additional constraints represented as propositional formulas. An implication from a parent feature Ô to its subfeatures ½ that form an OR-group has the following form: (a) Sample PFM
Figure 4. Semantics of PFMs
Similarly, an implication from a parent feature Ô to its subfeatures ½ that form an XOR-group is defined as follows:
The complete set of formulas for our example is given in Figure 3b . The legal configurations shown in Figure 3c are essentially all truth assignments that satisfy these formulas. As the semantics of feature models was given by a translation to propositional logics, the semantics of PFMs is defined via translation to probabilistic logic [19, 31, 27] .
A PFM consisting of a feature diagram and a set of additional hard and soft constraints denote a set of legal joint probability distributions (JPDs) set of all possible configurations, , represents the sample space over which the JPDs are defined. For the PFM in Figure 4a , the set of all legal JPDs is given in Figure 4c . 3 An example of a concrete legal JPD for the PFM is given in Table 1a . For a given JPD, legal configurations have a probability larger than 0 and illegal configurations have the probability of 0. A JPD determines a set of legal samples. A sample is a multiset of configurations with absolute frequencies following the corresponding probabilities specified by the JPD. Tables 1b-c show two samples consistent with the JPD in Table 1a .
The set of legal JPDs for a PFM is specified using the following probabilistic propositional formulas (PPFs; with ordinary propositional formulas being a special case):
1. Hard constraints implied by the feature diagram; these formulas are determined the same way as for an ordinary feature model (see items (i)-(iv) above). Figure 5a assumes the thresholds of .5, .8, and .8, for off-by-default, on-by-default, and encourages relations, respectively. Technically, a PPF induces a linear constraint on the set of legal JPDs. As a result, the set of legal JPDs of a PFM comprises of solutions for a system of linear inequalities (as in Appendix A). Similarly, reasoning procedures for a set of PPFs such as consistency checking (PSAT [31, 4] ) and logical entailment represent a linear programming problem. Although the size of the linear systems grows exponentially with the number of variables if represented explicitly, efficient computation techniques exist, such as column generation, which avoid this explosion in practice [9] . An example of a reasoner for probabilistic logic is nmproblog [27] . We used this tool to verify the consistency of the formulas in Figure 5a .
Underspecification in PFMs
As we have just said, a consistent set of PPFs, and thereby a consistent PFM, is usually an underspecification 
OR-group:
Ô Ø parent child: representing more than one probability distribution. For example, the PFMs in Figures 2a, 2b , and 4a are underspecifications of JPDs. This is in stark contrast to propositional logics, and ordinary feature models, where a consistent set of formulas is a complete and precise specification of the legal configurations of the "hard" structure.
To further illustrate this point, let us analyze the range of legal JPDs for the PFM in Figure 4 . To this end, consider the PFMs in Figure 6 . Each of these PFMs happens to represent a single JPD that is also consistent with the PFM in Figure 4a . The corresponding JPD can be obtained by substituting the specified values for Ô ½ and Ô ¾ in Figure 4c .
In general, it is difficult to assess whether a PFM represents a single JPD or not just by looking at it. A naïve way of deciding this would be to supply the probability of every possible configuration as an additional constraint, exponential in the number of features (as in Figure 4c ), and checking whether the solution is unique (practical only for A complete and compact representation of a single JPD can be represented by a Bayesian Network (BN) [32] , as shown in Figure 7 . A BN consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (Figure 7a ) and a conditional probability table (CPT) (Figure 7b ) for every node. Each node in the DAG represents a variable and the edges represent direct dependencies. The DAG encodes all the dependencies and independencies among the variables. The rules for how dependencies and independencies are inferred from a DAG are somewhat technical, and will not be further explained here; see [32] for details. For example, the DAG in Figure 7a states that Applet is independent of the other variables, which is consistent with the fact that every legal sample has to include it. To give another example, paint is dependent on all the other variables except Applet. Because of space constraints, only the CPT for paint is given (Figure 7b ) and the CPTs for stop and destroy are elided. Each of the nodes without ancestors have a marginal (i.e., "unconditional") probability attached. For example, the marginal probabilities for Applet and init are ½ and , respectively. It is important to note that there are many different DAGs, even with the same underlying undirected graph, that can represent the same JPD [22] .
As a BN represents a single JPD, we can use it to infer precise probabilities (as opposed to probability intervals) for events defined as propositional formulas. Well-studied algorithms exist for both inference in BNs and for learning BNs from concrete configuration samples [22] . In fact, the BN shown in Figure 7 was automatically learned 4 from the same sample from which the PFM in Fig. 2b was extracted.
Our analysis of underspecification in PFMs would be incomplete without briefly discussing the connection between PFMs and BNs. On the one hand, BNs offer several advantages. For one, reasoning in BNs, while still computationally hard, is typically more efficient than reasoning in general probabilistic logic. Furthermore, BNs offer a systematic way to elicit all dependencies and independencies among variables and to specify just a single JPD. Also, BNs are supported by several industry-strength tools, which are used in various domains, such as economic modeling and medical diagnosis. On the other hand, PFMs have strengths that BNs lack. Most importantly, a PFM provides a specification of variability that is easier to understand just by looking at the model. As an example, consider the PFM in Figure 2b and the BN in Figure 7 , which were extracted from the same configuration sample. In general, the hierarchy that is typically present in modular software (even if the software is not entirely modular) is easily reflected in a feature model. However, a BN does not make this hierarchy readily visible. While a feature model with no additional constraints can be mapped to a hierarchical BN, supplying additional constraints tends to destroy the hierarchy in the corresponding BN. Nevertheless, as will be shown in the following sections, PFMs can be meaningfully combined with BNs for some applications.
The underspecification of PFMs is a very powerful feature which enables abstract modeling. For example, the PFMs in Figures 2a and 2b are both abstract in the sense of denoting sets of legal configurations. The first PFM is even more abstract than the second since it specifies probability intervals for some of the feature dependencies that are given as concrete probability values in the other PFM. Yet, both PFMs are still more abstract than the BN in Figure 7 . In a sense, the BN represent a possible "ground model" containing all the details about the JPD it represents.
Application-Specific Semantic Refinements
The abstraction afforded by PFMs is particularly useful in model specification and mining. Just as a UML model of a system design does not show all the implementation detail present in the system, a PFM can choose to abstract the details of a particular JPD that it models.
However, the underspecification present in the standard semantics of PFMs may sometimes need to be restricted depending on usage context. For example, a reasonable restriction could be that any hard constraints that the legal JPDs for a PFM satisfy and that can be represented in a feature diagram (e.g, as subfeature relations or feature groups) must be shown in the PFM's feature diagram. Under this restriction, the set of legal JPDs for the PFM in Figure 4a could not include any of the special cases shown in Figure 6 . Furthermore, in PFM mining, a particular mining technique might guarantee a complete recovery of certain structures (e.g., the feature diagram) from a given sample. For example, the mining procedure given in the following section guarantees this; however, additional constraints are recovered only if they have a certain form. The mined PFM needs to be interpreted with this restriction in mind.
Semantics restrictions are not uncommon in other modeling languages. For example, just by looking at a UML class diagram that shows some associations but without any multiplicities, it is difficult to say whether the multiplicities are just elided or some default values should be assumed. 
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Figure 8. Mining of a feature model
Each choice represents a refinement of the standard UML class modeling notation, and the particular refinement used in a model needs to be indicated in order to be able to correctly interpret the model. Configuration is a special case as it typically requires the most restricted semantics. In configuration, we want to efficiently propagate configuration choices, which is best achieved only if a single JPD is given. Thus, an underspecified PFM needs to "completed" to a concrete JPD for configuration. The minimum requirement for such completion is that it does not introduce new hard constraints. We will give two techniques for achieving this goal in Section 7.
Mining (Probabilistic) Feature Models
We present an automatic mining procedure (Figure 8 ) that retrieves a feature model from a multiset of sample configurations of the kind shown in Tables 1b-c. The procedure first applies existing data mining algorithms [1, 40] in order to detect reoccurring feature patterns and then generates the feature diagram using an algorithm described in [14] . In consistence with data mining literature, we refer to the multiset of configurations as a dataset, however we still prefer "configurations" over "transactions"-more typically seen in the data mining literature.
The first part of the procedure involves mining three kinds of implications, needed to construct the feature diagram [14] :
Binary feature implications
: These rules are used to construct the feature hierarchy.
Group implications
: These rules are needed to identify OR-and XOR-groups.
Exclusion clauses
: These rules are needed to identify XOR-groups.
The rule mining is achieved using two algorithms:
Conjunctive association rule mining (line 3):
Several well-known data-mining algorithms extract conjunctive association rules, i.e., rules of the form µ , where and are conjunctions of features. The conjunctive rule miner is used to retrieve both binary feature implications and exclusion clauses. To mine for exclusion clauses, the feature space is extended to include representations of unselected features. We define ´Ëµ, which extend each transaction in Ë to include the representations of absent features, where -is a new feature which represents .
The mining of such rules involves finding appropriate AND-clauses, known as frequent itemsets [18] . In our tests, we used LCM [37] to find frequent itemsets and generated association rules using the procedure described by Agrawal et al. [1] .
Disjunctive association rule mining (lines 5-11):
Mining disjunctive rules has not been as extensively studied as conjunctive rule mining. Simple disjunctive association rules have the form µ , where is a single feature and is a disjunction. These rules are constructed from so-called minimum OR-clauses (lines 5-6) which are computed using an algorithm by Zhao et al. [40] . The ´ µ operator used in the algorithm returns the configurations that satisfy the expression .
The mining algorithms use two standard relevance measures for the mined rules: support and confidence [18] . The support of a Boolean expression, e.g., an OR-clause, in a dataset is defined as the relative frequency of the expression being true for the configurations in the dataset Ë:
In the above definition, ´ µ is the number of configurations that satisfy and Ë is the dataset size.
The rule support for (conjunctive or disjunctive) association rules is defined as follows:
The confidence measure for association rules is defined as follows:
Thus, expression support and rule confidence provide a clear connection between the data mining and the probabilistic interpretation of expressions and rules with respect to Ë (cf. Section 3): ×ÙÔÔ´ µ È´ µ and ÓÒ ´ µ µ È´ µ. An association rule µ with confidence ± is equivalent to the PPF´ µ ℄, and consequently the soft constraint given ±℄. A rule with ½¼¼± confidence is equivalent to the implication, . The rule mining algorithms used in Figure 8 return the confidence and support for mined rules.
Note that the support of a rule is a measure of the statistical significance of the rule in Ë. For example, the rule µ may almost trivially achieve the confidence of 1 if ×ÙÔÔ´ µ ½ and ×ÙÔÔ´ µ is some very small number, e.g., ¼¼¼½ in Ë. In other words, the satisfaction of the rule by most of the configurations in Ë, as reflected by the high confidence, stems mostly from the fact that Ë exhibits only very few cases of . However, the small number of cases is reflected by the low rule support of ¼¼¼½. The generation of such weakly supported rules can be avoided by requiring some sufficiently minimal support. Rules that satisfy both minimal support and confidence thresholds are referred to as being strong. The final step of the procedure involves the generation of the feature diagram (line 17). This step uses the algorithm described in [14] . The input to that algorithm is a formula obtained by conjoining the mined binary feature implications, group implications, and exclusion clauses with confidence of 1 (lines 12-16). The remaining rules are collected as soft constraints (line 19).
The computational cost of the procedure consists of the cost of rule mining and the cost of feature diagram generation. Conjunctive association rule mining has been extensively studied and a wealth of efficient algorithms exist that were shown to scale to large problems (e.g., rule mining in market basket analysis or genomics) [18] . The minimum OR-clause miner [40] is exponential in the number of features; however, several search space pruning techniques used in the algorithm enabled scaling it to practical problems. For example, mining minimum OR-clauses from 300 configurations with 50 features takes less than 20 seconds on a 1.4GHz Pentium-M with 448MB running Windows XP through VMware [40] . We have argued in [14] that the cost of feature diagram construction is polynomial in the size of the BDD representing the input propositional formula. The BDD itself can be exponential in the number of features, but rarely is for typical feature models.
One can consider useful extensions to our basic miner:
Rule pruning: Several rules generated by the basic miners may be redundant. For example, the rules "init given start" and "init given paint" in Figure 2b add little new information to the already shown È´init Appletµ ¼ . Standard techniques for rule pruning are available [29, 8] .
Using a priori structures: Some structures may be already known from the problem domain and do not need to be mined. For example, it is clear that method overrides and method calls imply their containing classes and there is no need to rediscover such structures through data mining. The standard mining algorithms can be optimized to take such a priori constraints into account through constraint-based association mining [18] . Finally, some structures may not be present in the mined dataset, but they may be known to the domain expert. Such structures can be simply added as constraints to
. This kind of model refinement may need dedicated tool support in order to discover inconsistencies and propose fixes.
Treating bias and outliers:
The dataset might not be representative of a population, e.g., legal configurations might be absent from the sample, or it may contain errors or outliers. In particular, rules with confidence 1 need to be reviewed by an expert to determine whether they should be confirmed as hard rules or their confidence needs to be lowered because of bias in the dataset. Similarly, strong rules with confidence lower than 1 should be reviewed whether they should be confirmed as soft rules or need to be "hardened" because of outliers or errors in the dataset. For example, during mining of the Applet model in Figure 2b , the initial sample of applets contained two applets that did not override any of init, start, or paint. As a result, the corresponding OR-group was lost from the feature diagram and the simple disjunctive rule for the three methods only appeared in the soft constraints. Upon closer inspection, we determined that these two applets were outliers; they were examples demonstrating the implementation of applet constructors rather than complete applets. Following that discovery, the two applets were removed from the sample and the model was regenerated.
Configuration Under Soft Constraints
As discussed in Section 4, PFMs in general, do not uniquely determine a probability distribution on configurations. Instead, a range of legal JPDs is possible. However, given a concrete legal JPD, a PFM can be used to guide users in their selections of desired configurations. We shall now discuss the advantages of such an approach in contrast to discrete interactive configuration, and mention briefly the algorithms that would support it.
First, introduction of probabilities into the modeling language has allowed us to configure soft preferences, among many combinatorically related selections of features. Second, these preferences can change dynamically throughout the configuration process in a non-monotonic way. Recall the car example. The manual gear is a preferred feature initially, as nothing is known about the variant of the car. However, the order of preference (probabilities) will be reversed, from manual to automatic, as soon as the North American variant is selected. A user of such a configuration system will experience a more adaptive form of guidance than just being presented with valid choices, as the guiding engine will not only propagate hard constraints about the product, but also reason about the user's preferences.
In order to provide this functionality one needs address two problems: (1) obtain a unique and useful probability distribution consistent with a PFM; (2) provide interactive configuration algorithms that can compute posterior marginal probabilities for feature variables and groups, given the current state of the system (i.e., the features that were selected or eliminated so far), and that can support model auto-completion with a most-likely configuration. Two methods relying on existing technology meet these requirements and will be discussed next.
Configuration with a BN. As mentioned, if the model is mined from sample data, one could use the same sample to automatically learn a BN reflecting the JPD of the configurations. There exist numerous algorithms for learning BNs from a sample [22] . A BN constructed in this way would be automatically consistent with its PFM, however, this method requires an unbiased sample that is representative of the entire configuration space. Once the JPD is represented as a BN, one can use inference and evidence propagation algorithms to compute marginal probabilities for features in a given system state. Also, a most probable explanation algorithm [22, 15, 20, 32] can be applied to find a maximum probability assignment to all unobserved variables (i.e., undecided features), given the observed state of the system. Maximum Entropy Configuration. Entropy is a measure of uncertainty used in information theory. A high entropy means a lack of information or low predictability, while low entropy means the presence of precise information or high predictability. There exist methods [27, 21, 19, 31] for finding the JPD satisfying an underspecified system of constraints that maximizes entropy. Searching for a maximum entropy JPD generalizes the principle of indifference; entropy maximization distributes the prob-abilities among each possible configuration as uniformly as possible, such that the distribution still satisfies all the constraints imposed by the PPFs of a PFM. Entropy maximization is guaranteed not to introduce new hard constraints that are not already logically entailed by the hard PPFs of the PFM. In fact, the JPD inferred by entropy maximization from a set of PPFs is the only "honest" conclusion from these PPFs, i.e., one that does not take any other evidence into account [21] . Entropy maximization can be seen as a specialized reasoning method for probabilistic logic [27] .
Even though we can reduce the configuration algorithms on PFMs to existing solutions, more practical evaluation is required in future. In particular, we would like to implement prototype configurators and investigate solutions that improve the running times of the above algorithms, such as direct encodings of hard constraints in Bayesian networks [38] , compilation based inference in BNs [10, 11] , and column generation methods [3] .
Related Work
Throughout the paper, we have extensively referred to the body of foundational work that has been used to building the PFM infrastructure. Here we should briefly mention related contributions that have not been referred so far.
Encourages and discourages constraints have been suggested as an extension to FM several times, for example in [12, 39] . However, no precise semantics have been given to these extensions in the previous work. The work that comes closest to PFMs is Robak's extension of feature models with fuzzy logic [33] . Fuzzy logic is an alternative way of reasoning under uncertainty, different from probabilistic logic. The advantage of probabilistic logics are that it gives in easily to both interpretations as degree of belief and as relative frequencies, which allows us to use the same modeling language for specification, mining and configuration. Related to PFMs are also i* goal models, which can be thought of as AND-OR trees augmented with encourages and discourages relationships [16] . Such models have been used in the configuration of software [25] .
Reverse engineering of variability models was addressed before. Loesch [26] has discussed a variability extraction and visualization method based on concept analysis. He does not directly use feature models. Interestingly, concept analysis corresponds to mining closed AND-clauses [40] . Our work also considers OR-and XOR-groups and soft constraints. Jepsen [23] and colleagues describe a manual process of identifying code differences between variants and structuring them in a feature model. Our ultimate aim is to automate these kind of procedures. The present paper is just a step towards this goal.
Conclusion
We have presented probabilistic feature models, which are basic feature models extended with soft constraints. We have argued for the need of soft constraints in modeling, reverse-engineering and configuration applications. We then presented a mining procedure that retrieves PFMs from representative samples of configurations and discussed the algorithms and data structures that can be used to perform interactive configuration with soft constraints. PFMs have been illustrated with examples from automotive and software engineering domains.
To the best of our knowledge, PFMs are a substantial extension of feature model that will enable a new generation of tools for feature modeling, reverse engineering and configuration. We intend to address several challenges posed by such tools in the near future. 
A Derivation of JPDs denoted by a PFM
The sample probabilistic feature model (PFM) in Figure 4a denotes a set of joint probability distributions (JPDs), which are defined in a closed form in Figure 4c . This definition can be derived as follows.
First, Ô ½ Ô , Figure 4c , need to satisfy the axioms:
Furthermore, each formula in Figure 4b places a constraint on some of the probabilities Ô . In our case, we only have to consider and´ µ ¼ ¼ ℄ since and are logically entailed by the first formula. The probabilistic meaning of the propositional formula is È´ µ ½ (9) By decomposing into atomic events, we obtain 
From 9 and 10 we obtain Ô½ · Ô¾ · Ô¿ · Ô ½ (11) From 8 and 11 immediately follows:
The meaning of the probabilistic formula´ µ ¼ ¼ ℄ is
By definition of conditional probability and 13 we have 
